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We design, manufacture, install 
and maintain natural ventilation, 

natural lighting and natural cooling 
systems to create low energy, low 
carbon and sustainable buildings 
for healthier and more productive 

occupants.

Monodraught has been at the forefront of designing and manufacturing low energy, low 
carbon, and sustainable solutions for over 40 years. Our company is focused around 
three product sets in which we are recognised as market leaders: natural and hybrid 
lighting, natural cooling and natural and hybrid ventilation. 

Our products can be found anywhere from a residential build looking to increase its 
natural light through to a high impact architectural building such as the Copperbox 
Arena (formerly the Olympics Handball stadium). A key sector for Monodraught is in 
Education where our products can deliver real dividends in terms of lower energy and 
carbon footprint and improved environments for students and teachers.

We are part of the VKR Holding group which is a limited holding and investment company 
that aims to create value through financial investments and ownership of companies 
that bring daylight, fresh air and a better environment into people's everyday lives.
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From R&D to Maintenance
Monodraught is proud of our history of developing products from R&D right through to 
installation and maintenance, all here in the UK and where possible using suppliers 
local to our head office base.

Our experience in installation means we can support your project wherever the 
location. With our own health & safety accredited installation personnel we are able 
to provide a complete package including commissioning and maintenance. We also 
have the experience to offer support and advice on installations to be carried out.

Manufacture

The large R&D team are continually challenging 
the boundaries developing new products to ensure 
customers continue to receive the market leading 
products for which Monodraught are renowned. 
These products are all manufactured within our High 
Wycombe factory and as R&D is in the same location 
as production then the highest levels of quality can 
be ensured.

Installation

We have a team of contract managers who will work 
with you and your clients from order creation through 
to delivery and beyond to maintenance if required.  
Our own team of installers work across England with 
partner agencies installing in Scotland, Ireland and 
worldwide. We will visit your site ahead of installation 
to ensure that all the details are covered and ensure 
that everything goes smoothly.

Building Simulation

To help architects and consultants deliver low 
maintenance, energy efficient designs within the 
built environment, Monodraught and building 
performance analysis specialist IES have developed 
Performance Components – a revolutionary way 
of modelling natural ventilation systems using the 
Virtual Environment Suite. 

Our Project Design Engineers are able to work with 
you to create the right design for your building.

Maintenance

We can provide on-going service and maintenance 
of our installed products and this helps provide 
performance data for our customers and structured 
feedback that can assist product development, 
resulting in a system running at optimum performance 
and costs that are kept to a minimum.
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Recognised as Industry Leaders
Monodraught are widely recognised as market leaders in sustainable low energy and low carbon solutions in natural ventilation, natural lighting and natural cooling.   
We are proud of our accreditations from prestigious independent organisations such as CIBSE and Ashden amongst others.

Awards & Accreditations

• Company of the Year 2016 Award – Buckingham-
shire Business First

• Best Business in Wycombe District 2016 Award – 
Buckinghamshire Business First

• Investors in People – The Standard for People 
Management

• Ashden – Award for Energy Innovation for COOL-
PHASE

• CIBSE – Building Performance Award for COOL-
PHASE

• ISO 9001 and ISO 14001: Established quality 
management and environmental management 
certificates.

• BSI (British Standards Institute) Members
• CIBSE – Building Performance Award for  

COOL-PHASE
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Corporate Citizenship
Monodraught are committed to working in an ethical and responsible manner. Our products and services are low-carbon and low-energy solutions, which help people be in a 
healthier natural built environment, and as such, we are also keen to extend these strong ethical credentials into ways to contribute to our local and wider community.

Monodraught: A place that benefits people

Our staff are one of our biggest assets and in 2015 we became a Living Wage Accredited 
Employer.  This means that every member of our staff in our organisation earns not just 
the minimum wage but the Living Wage. We are always looking at ways to improve our 
impact on employee wellbeing and how we can help in our local community. 

Community Relationships are vital 
and we are pleased to build on our 
relationship with Bucks Mind and 
support them in targeted strategic 
activities. We continue to source 
our materials within a 100 mile 
radius of High Wycombe, with 
60% of our suppliers within a 50 
mile radius, thereby investing in 
the local economy and supporting 
employment opportunities.

More skills, more opportunities

Our main focus in this area is in attracting, developing and retaining people through 
investment in skills.  The Investors in People accreditation is a good example of this. 
Our Research and Development team also have close links with UK Universities, in 
particular Brunel University and Coventry University and we look forward to working 
with more placement students this summer.

Positive Environment

Our product set can help our customers create a more positive environment through 
reduced energy usage and carbon footprint.  Across all our product sets we continue 
to look at ways to innovate and improve the built environment.

mailto:info%40monodraught.com%20?subject=Website%20Query%20-%20Monodraught%20General%20Brochure
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Natural Lighting

Why Choose Natural Lighting?

The most compelling 
reason for using 
SUNPIPE systems is 
to introduce natural 
daylight to areas that 
don’t have windows

Improve Health

Exposure to Natural Lighting is believed to 
have the following benefits by boosting the 
production of vitamins and hormones:

• Maintains the Circadian Rhythm

• Reduces depression

• Alleviates pain

• Improves sleep pattern and mood

Health Care

Nurses commonly mention that fluorescent 
lighting on wards is tiring, so Natural Lighting 
can have a positive effect on both staff and 
patients.

• Typical payback period of 5-6 years
• Alleviates symptoms of Seasonal Affective  

Disorder (SAD)
• No maintenance - No Disruption

Natural Daylight 
allows healthier, more 
productive, happier 
occupants and reduces 
carbon emissions

Retail

Tests have been carried out in stores which are 
lit mainly by natural means.

The key finding of the study was that natural 
daylight was found to significantly correlate to 
higher sales. 

An average non-daylit retail chain store 
monitored for this study had 40% higher sales 
with the addition of Natural Lighting. 

During the study, customers commented:

“This store feels cleaner” 
“It feels more spacious, more open”
“I specifically travel to this store 
because I prefer the way it feels”

Offices

Productivity in offices served by Natural 
Lighting shows   a 20% increase in output 
from office employees along with reduced 
absences because of sickness.

It is considered that Natural Lighting systems 
have a marked effect on the reduction of the 
incidence of Sick Building Syndrome (SBS) 
and provide a stress-free, soothing, and far 
healthier office ambience by eliminating 
the glare and conflict of electric lighting and 
computer screens.

Education
In the Education sector, Natural Lighting is 
proven to:

• Increase achievement rates

• Reduce fatigue

• Improve health and attendance

• Enhance general development

Although most classrooms are now lit by 
natural means, the most common method for 
doing this is by using large vertical windows at 
the back of a classroom. 

With the use of Monodraught’s SUNPIPE, a 
classroom will provide 3 times more light, meet 
the daylight requirements, have a much lower 
internal temperature, and make a saving of 
75% on daytime lighting costs.

CIC Zero Carbon Building Hong Kong - SUNPIPE
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What is a SUNPIPE?

SUNPIPE is a Natural Lighting system that maximises the concept of renewable energy by channelling natural 
daylight from roofs to indoor environments.

SUNPIPES create healthier, cost-effective and more productive environments.

SUNPIPES are suited to almost any application and have been installed anywhere from residential buildings to 
the Olympic Handball Arena in London and Falcon Centre in Dubai. SUNPIPE are also designed for optimum 
efficiency and long working life, offering a 10 year guarantee.

How does a SUNPIPE Work?

The SUNPIPE system collects daylight using a patented high impact acrylic Diamond Dome, passing it through 
a SUPER- SILVER mirror finished aluminium tube which reflects and directs the Natural Daylight to the diffuser. 
The diffuser distributes the natural daylight evenly in the room.

mailto:info%40monodraught.com%20?subject=Website%20Query%20-%20Monodraught%20General%20Brochure
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Low Energy Hybrid Lighting System

SUNPIPE LuxLoop combines the SUNPIPE natural daylight system with an incredibly efficient 
and intelligent LED solution. 

Delivering the right light at the right time of the day: SUNPIPE directs healthy natural light 
from its patented Diamond Dome through the SUPER-SILVER® finish aluminium tube to the 
ceiling diffuser. In the evening or when the level of external light is insufficient to properly light 
the space, the system is complimented by its advanced LED by leading British manufacturer 
PhotonStar LEDTM, and intelligently managed by the HalcyonTM wireless control (optional).

The result is a complete and ultra-low energy lighting system, suitable for any location with 
guaranteed lighting performance.

• Smart controls that match LED colour temperature with natural daylight. Available in 
standard, smart and circadian configurations.

• Combines natural daylight with a biologically optimised LED to maintain the circadian 
rhythm, enabling healthier and more productive spaces.

• Reduces CO2 emissions, lighting energy-usage and maintenance costs: The integration 
with SUNPIPE increases the life of the LEDs and leads to fewer replacements. 
Additionally, SUNPIPE is proven and tested to maintain its performance over long 
periods of time.

• Quadruple glazed system that minimises heat loss-gain achieving high thermal 
performance. Glazing Details: Clear high impact acrylic Diamond Dome complete with 
optional acrylic EcoShield double glazed component.

• Goretex: Breathable, waterproof vent to alleviate condensation risk.
• High performance polycarbonate diffuser for uniform distribution and low glare. Meets 

both LG7 - Office Lighting and UGR19.
• Conversant with microwave sensors and emergency options.
• Works on its own controls or with existing lighting  systems/controls.
• Luminaire delivers up to 4000 lumens. SUNPIPE delivers 4460 lumens in full summer 

sun.
• Design life of 20 years and a 5 years warranty.

Features:

SUNPIPE Projects

Waitrose
Altrincham

Monodraught worked in partnership with 
supermarket Waitrose to develop a retail 
lighting unit, featuring a SUNPIPE integrated 
into an artificial light fitting. The  system, 
is designed to maximise the use of natural 
daylight, while controlling and balancing it 
with artificial light.

Poole Hospital
Dorset

The Sandbanks ward at Poole Hospital 
includes a greater number of single rooms to 
improve patient privacy. The refurbishment 
concentrated on bringing a brighter, more 
modern environment for people who have to 
undergo a hospital stay.

The Copper Box -
Olympic Handball Arena
London

Having used the SUNPIPE Natural Lighting 
systems on previous projects, Make Architects 
entered into discussions with Monodraught to 
investigate the possibilities of using SUNPIPE 
technology to meet the strict environmental 
criteria of sustainable energy on the project. 
Make Architects specified a system that could 
deliver a 4% daylight factor.

Working with ARUP Consultants, Monodraught 
presented a scheme that included eighty-eight 
1500 mm diameter SUNPIPES positioned 
strategically around the field of play. The 
systems also needed to be adaptable, so light 
shut off dampers were included along with 
special acoustic laminated glass.

Due to the nature of the project and the 
amount of congestion expected near the 
Olympic site, the systems were manufactured 
off site and delivered in sections ready to be 
installed on site.

mailto:info%40monodraught.com%20?subject=Website%20Query%20-%20Monodraught%20General%20Brochure
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St Paul’s RC School, Burgess Hill - SUNCATCHER

SUNCATCHER

How Does SUNCATCHER Work?

The WINDCATCHER is divided internally into four 
quadrants so that one or more face into the wind. Any 
prevailing wind pressure carries a continuous fresh 
air supply through weather protected louvres on the 
windward side of the system at roof level. 

The wind movement is encapsulated by internal 
quadrants which turns the wind through 90° forcing 
the air down through internal ducts into the room 
below. 

Warm stale air is expelled from the room by the 
passive stack ventilation principle of differential 
temperatures and the natural buoyancy of air 
movement. Manual or motorised dampers at the 
base of the system control the rate of ventilation.

The SUNPIPE collects daylight using a patented 
Diamond Dome, passing it through a SUPER-SILVER 
mirror-finished aluminium tube, finally distributing it 
evenly through use of a ceiling diffuser.

What is SUNCATCHER?
The Monodraught SUNCATCHER systems are 
a method of effectively conveying Natural 
Lighting and Natural Ventilation from 
roof level, down into the building below by 
combining the principles of the Monodraught 
WINDCATCHER® system with the SUNPIPE 
system.

To learn more about how the SUNCATCHER system could benefit your project please contact our 
head office.

Projects

M&S
Galashiels

The 9,000 sq ft Galashiels store features 12 
SUNPIPE systems and three GRP 800 Square 
SUNCATCHERS among other ‘eco-features’ that 
significantly reduce its carbon footprint and 
improve its energy efficiency.

M&S claims the store uses up to 
25% less energy and emits up to 
95% less carbon dioxide than an 
average Simply Food store.
The Galashiels store has been a test bed for 
developing new initiatives that have since been 
rolled out in other Simply Food stores across 
the UK.

Primark
East Ham

17 SUNCATCHER systems were installed at the 
Primark store in East Ham, mainly providing 
Natural Lighting and Ventilation to offices. 
A further 3 WINDCATCHER systems and 42 
SUNPIPES also help to create a comfortable 
shopping experience, at little cost.

mailto:info%40monodraught.com%20?subject=Website%20Query%20-%20Monodraught%20General%20Brochure
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Natural Ventilation
Why Choose Natural Ventilation?

Healthier
Natural Ventilation brings a steady supply of 
fresh air into the building, topping up the oxygen 
level, whilst at the same time expelling stale air 
to the atmosphere using the natural buoyancy 
of thermal forces. Fan noise, often associated 
with mechanical systems or air conditioning, is 
eliminated, to the benefit of the occupants.

Cost Effective

In today’s current climate with energy costs 
escalating at an unprecedented rate, there 
is no telling what energy costs will be in 5 or 
10 years’ time! Once Natural Ventilation is 
installed, there are... 

no running costs ever
...for the life of the building.

Long Term Track Record

Our Victorian forefathers used Natural Ventilation 
extensively, as indeed did the Persians and 
Arabians before that. Today’s Natural Ventilation 
systems have all the benefits of sophisticated 
controls but retain the well-established principles 
of the origins of Natural Ventilation...

   ...a concept which 
Monodraught have been 

utilising for over 40 years.

No Maintenance 

Since Natural Ventilation systems essentially have 
no moving parts, there is nothing to wear out, break 
down, corrode or indeed require replacement. 

Sustainable Energy in Action
By maximising the use of wind pressure and the 
natural stack effect of thermal buoyancy, Natural 
Ventilation does not use any fossil fuelled energy. 
Instead it relies on harnessing wind power and the 
thermal rise of warm air, using it in a controlled 
way.

More than Just Passive Stack
Early Naturally Ventilated buildings relied purely 
on a passive stack approach to act like a ‘chimney 
stack’. The limitation of such an arrangement 
is that to work effectively, the temperature in 
the passive stack has to be some 10°C above 
the ambient temperature in the room, which in 
summer months may lead to overheating.

Monodraught systems overcome this problem by 
incorporating wind driven air intakes to generate a 
positive pressure in the room below, and combined 
with temperature differentials, this assists the 
passive stack element to exhaust the stale air.

Best in Class
Monodraught Natural Ventilation systems have achieved an enviable reputation although there have 
been some companies that have attempted to copy the Monodraught systems and indeed, many 
Engineers and Designers have designed their own bespoke Natural Ventilation systems.

The fact cannot be ignored however that over the last 10 years, Monodraught’s systems have proved to 
be consistently effective and reliable and have performed in accordance with the initial design criteria. 
It is the constant ‘fine tuning’ and feedback to Monodraught’s dedicated Design Teams which enables 
our products to be improved in their manufacture, aesthetics, and performance. The ‘acid test’ of 
the effectiveness of Monodraught’s systems has perhaps been best demonstrated during the hot 
summer of 2006, where daytime temperatures as high as 36°C were recorded and yet, throughout this 
unprecedented and extensive ‘hot spell’, schools and offices where WINDCATCHER systems were fitted 
experienced a high satisfaction rate – with no reports of any failures or overheating. No-one knows what 
future summers hold in store, but if 2006 was anything to go by Monodraught are confident that their 
systems will continue to provide a completely reliable and effective method of providing energy free 
Natural Ventilation.

No Leak Guarantee - X-Air Systems
Monoraughts patented WINDCATCHER X-AIR® Natural Ventilation system is now offered with a...

...10 year No Leak Guarantee
This unrivalled level of weather protection for a roof mounted ventilation system guarantees that 
WINDCATCHER X-AIR units will not leak for ten years from the date of installation/commissioning 
thanks to three unique layers of ActivLouvre weather protection.

First, Monodraught’s patented modulating louvre technology allows the weather resistance of the 
external louvre blade to be increased dependent on weather conditions, even when closed at roof level 
to prevent snow being blown through its open louvre arrangement. Second, the ACTIVLOUVRE uses a 
weather resistant double-step louvre profile that provides 25% more ventilation than a conventional 
Classic louvre profile. And third, WINDCATCHER X-AIR units now feature a computer designed, profiled 
internal rain trap louvre fitted as standard.

WINDCATCHER X-AIR systems carry a 10-year installation guarantee with the systems’ control 
actuators guaranteed for five years. 

“Monodraught WINDCATCHER® systems have proved to be the most effective method of 

providing Natural Ventilation to any commercial building.” 
- National Green Specification
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WINDCATCHER Classic

What is WINDCATCHER Classic?
The WINDCATCHER is an energy free Natural Ventilation 
system encompassing the benefits of both top-down 
and passive stack ventilation. The system consists 
of four external louvre banks, to stop the ingress of 
precipitation, which are protected internally by TriLayer 
weather protection. The simple, but effective design of 
the system provides fresh air during the daytime as 
well as night-time cooling.

Due to the flexibility of the WINDCATCHER, the system 
can be tailored to suit the needs of almost any area. 
The systems technological ability has been proven 
within schools, colleges, healthcare environments, 
commercial properties, as well as many other areas.

How Does WINDCATCHER 
Classic Work?
The main advantage of the 
WINDCATCHER Natural Ventilation 
system over other forms of Natural 
Ventilation is that it doesn’t matter 
which way the wind blows, the louvres 
on one side will always encapsulate 
the prevailing wind and turn that air 
movement down through 90°due to the 
internal dividers that split the system 
into four quadrants.

Stack effect is achieved as a result of the 
difference between the air temperature 
inside and outside of a building - and 
the subsequent imbalance effect on 
air density and pressure gradient of 
the internal and external air masses 
results in the warm air rising up through 
the quadrants, dispersing to the 
atmosphere.

Ceiling 
Grille

Louvre

Internal 
Divider

Motorised 
Volume 
Control 

Dampers

Stale Air OutFresh Air In

Mesh
Rain-Trap Louvre

TriLayer Weather 
Protection

Christchurch Bus Exchange
Christchurch, New Zealand

As part of the re-building programme after 
the 2011 earthquake, the Christchurch 
Bus Exchange was commissioned by the 
Christchurch Central Development Unit. 
Christchurch now has some of the highest 
rated sustainable buildings in New Zealand. 
This was borne out of a desire from both 
the local government and residents for the 
reconstruction work to be built with a greener 
ethos.

9 N° Windcatcher Classic 155 Monodraught 
systems were installed to serve the passenger 
lounge with natural ventilation.  The Windcatcher 
Classic introduces natural ventilation into the 
bus exchange and helps reduce CO2 levels.  
This creates a more comfortable working 
environment for staff and passengers alike.  
It uses no fossil fuels by maximising the use 
of wind power and the natural stack effect of 
thermal buoyancy, combined with night time 
cooling using “free” cooling to the cool the 
fabric of the building.

Kentish Town Healthcare
Croydon

Kentish Town Health Centre (KTHC) is a new health 
building in central London, combining a large GP 
clinic and a wide range of health facilities. Delivered 
through the LIFT procurement programme the 
building was designed to provide a new standard 
for modern healthcare facilities.

The project was initiated by a project champion 
with a vision for integrating medicine, health and 
art within a community building. These views were 
embraced by the Architects, Allford Hall Monaghan 
Morris and the partnership with Camden & 
Islington Community Solutions has set an award 
winning standard for the future generation of NHS 
development.

Awards:

Civic Trust Award 2010
Building Magazine: Public Building of the Year 2009
RIBA Stirling Prize-Shortlist
RIBA Award for Architecture 2009
LIFT Award for best Design for Healthcare Project 
2009

Projects
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WINDCATCHER X-AIR

What is WINDCATCHER X-AIR?
The Monodraught WINDCATCHER X-AIR is the latest 
generation of Natural Ventilation that follows in the 
footsteps of the successful WINDCATCHER Classic 
systems that have proved to be so popular.

How Does WINDCATCHER 

X-AIR Work?

The main advantage Monodraught 
systems have over other forms of 
Natural Ventilation is that it doesn’t 
matter which way the wind blows, 
the louvres on one side will always 
encapsulate the prevailing wind 
and turn that air movement down 
through 90°.

Stack effect is achieved as a result 
of the difference between the air 
temperature inside and outside of 
a building - and the subsequent 
imbalance effect on air density and 
pressure gradient of the internal 
and external air masses, results 
in the warm air rising up through 
the quadrants, dispersing to the 
atmosphere.

Architectural 
Lighting Fin

Weathering 
Skirt

Motorised 
Volume Control 
Dampers

Grille Arrangement

Insulated 
Structural 

Composite 
Upstand, 

Supplied by 
Monodraught 
for Fitting and 
Weathering to 

Roof by Others 

Note: Upstand to 
protrude 150mm 

above finished 
roof level

ACTIVLOUVRE 
Assembly

Swept Internal 
Divider

Linear Actuator

Solar Panel

Projects - Craig Tara - Haven Holiday Park 
Ayrshire

Results

• Room Temperature
The graph below shows the overall average 
temperature and average daily peak temperature 
for the areas serviced by the X-Air systems. As 
you can see the X-Air systems keeps the area at 
a comfortable temperature of approximately 19°C

The graph above shows the temperature against the 
percentage of occupied hours. The X-Air systems 
maintain an ideal temperature within the room of 
less than 22°C for 92% of the time.  At no point has 
the room exceeded 26°C and has only been between 
25 – 26°C for 0.3% of its occupied time, meeting 
the target for overheating; where no more than 5% 
of the occupied hours should exceed 25°C, and 
no more than 1% of the occupied hours should 
exceed 28°C.

Temperature Range

T = Temperature (oC)

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

T=25-26
T=22-25

T=20-22
T=26-28

T=28-32
T>32

T<20

Temperature Comparison

Average Temperature (oC)

22.0

21.5

21.0

20.5

20.0

19.5

19.0

18.5

18.0
Peak Temperature (oC)

Scenario

Monodraught WINDCATCHER X-AIR systems were 
specified to serve both the Sports Hall and Sports 
Activity Hall to provide a minimum fresh air requirement 
of 10 l/s per person with an occupancy level of 100 
people. A total of four X-Air 140 systems (two in each 
area) sharing 1 control panel, covering 4 zones, were 
used to meet the design criteria following modelling 
using Navensys.

The WINDCATCHER X-AIR systems were installed in 
March 2012 and have been monitored by 3 temperature 
sensors to examine the performance within these 
areas.

• CO2 Levels
The background or atmospheric CO2 level is approximately 400 parts per million (ppm), a high level 
would be considered 1500 ppm or above. The exact CO2 levels are not recorded at this site; however, 
results are taken if the levels should exceed 1500 ppm at any time. There have been no recordings of 
high CO2 levels showing that at no point have CO2 levels reached 1500 ppm.

Conclusion

The Monodraught WINDCATCHER X-AIR Natural Ventilation systems have shown that they meet and 
exceed the design criteria and specification that the client requested. The design was selected to provide 
a minimum fresh air requirement and ensure that CO2 levels remain within acceptable boundaries, which 
the results above have proven is the case. The solution has also been shown to meet the overheating 
criteria, keeping temperatures within an acceptable level for the vast majority of the time. 
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SOLA-BOOST Classic

What is SOLA-BOOST Classic?
SOLA-BOOST® is an extension of the proven WINDCATCHER 
design, providing additional ventilation on sunny days 
whilst maintaining zero running costs.

Monodraught have improved the potential of 
WINDCATCHER systems by the addition of a solar driven 
internal fan that brings in additional fresh air up to 200 
l/s. Conversely, the fan operation can be set up to extract 
stale air; all this without any energy cost.

How Does SOLA-BOOST 
Classic Work?
SOLA-BOOST is an energy free 
Natural Ventilation system 
encompassing the benefits of both  
top-down and passive stack ventilation, 
through use of a DC solar powered 
fan controlled by Monodraughts 
PowerTrack system. The system 
consists of an external louvre, protected 
internally by trilayer weather protection 
and is internally divided into four 
quadrants. This simple, but effective 
design of the system provides fresh air 
during the daytime as well as providing 
night time cooling.

A fan served by a central core provides 
forced intake or extract air (intake as 
standard), powered by solar panels 
situated at the system capping. 
The fan is designed to provide the 
additional ventilation when it is needed 
most, during the summer, with zero 
running cost. In order to maximise the 
performance of the system, it utilises 
the PowerTrack control system which 
maximises the solar energy generated 
to provide a smooth current to the fan, 
optimising fan flow.

Solar Panel

Fan

Motorised 
Volume 
Control 
Dampers

Stale Air Out
Fresh Air In

Louvre
Mesh

Rain-Trap Louvre

TriLayer Weather 
Protection

Peppa Pig World - SOLA-BOOST Classic

Mount Vernon Treatment Centre

Northwood

This new extension to the present chemotherapy 
suite comprises of a ‘link-building’ which joins the 
existing waiting area and new treatment building, 
and a new larger treatment space. This treatment 
area accommodates chemotherapy treatment and 
clinical cancer trial areas.

The architects approach for the building was to 
design a bright and spacious environment that 
would be uplifting for both staff and patients and 
offer a therapeutic value due to the link to the 
outside.

The Chemotherapy unit uses SOLA-BOOST solar 
assisted Natural Ventilation systems to provide 
energy free and maintenance free ventilation to 
the office spaces, counselling and PICC rooms. 
SUNPIPE systems were also used, dropping 
through the first floor to provide Natural Daylight 
to deep plan and land locked areas on the ground 
floor.

Seaside School
Lancing

Twenty Monodraught SUNPIPES and eight 
SOLA-BOOST Natural Ventilation units 
with an 8-Zone iNVent Natural Ventilation 
control system have been installed 
at the Seaside School in Lancing.  
The SOLA-BOOST systems were chosen 
as part of a thermal model for the 
building, to work in tandem with the 
underfloor heating.  If sensors detect that 
temperatures and/or CO2 levels in the 
classrooms have exceeded maximum pre-
determined settings, the SOLA-BOOST 
units automatically respond by bringing in 
fresh, natural air from the outside.

Projects
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SOLA-BOOST X-AIR

What is Sola-Boost X-Air?
The SOLA-BOOST X-AIR® is the latest generation 
of Natural Ventilation system featuring the 
patented ActivLouvre modulating aerofoil louvre 
technology and DC solar powered fan controlled by 
Monodraught’s PowerTrack system. Integrated with 
the existing Monodraught WINDCATCHER  X-AIR 
system, it provides additional ventilation on sunny 
days whilst maintaining zero running costs.

Monodraught have significantly improved the 
potential of WINDCATCHER X-AIR systems by the 
addition of a solar driven internal fan that brings 
in additional fresh air up to 200 l/s. Conversely, 
the fan operation can be set up to extract stale air; 
all this without any energy cost.

How Does SOLA-BOOST 
X-AIR Work?
The system consists of an external 
static louvre and internal active louvre 
arrangement, which varies the opening 
and free area through the louvre face. The 
variable louvres can provide maximum 
ventilation rates when fully open or 
modulated to increase louvre pressure 
or closed to prevent the ingress of 
precipitation.

A fan served by a central core provides 
intake or extract air (intake as standard), 
powered by solar panels situated within 
the system capping. The fan is designed 
to provide the additional ventilation when 
it is needed most, during summer, but 
with zero running cost. 

In addition to the ActivLouvre arrangement, 
the system also incorporates external air 
catchment fins to provide greater area 
at the louvre, improving performance in 
relation to wind speed. Pressure release 
vanes at the fins provide a means to 
reduce face pressure under high winds. 
The system can also be specified to 
include solar powered architectural 
lighting.

Architectural 
Lighting Fin

Weathering 
Skirt

Motorised 
Volume 
Control 
Dampers

Insulated 
Structural 

Composite 
Upstand, 

Supplied by 
Monodraught 
for Fitting and 
Weathering to 

Roof by Others 

Note: Upstand to 
protrude 150 mm 
above finished 
roof level

ACTIVLOUVRE 
Assembly

Fan Core

Capping with 
Integrated 
Solar Panel

Swept Internal 
Divider

Projects - Devon Cliffs  
Haven Holiday Park
Exmouth
The Scenario
Two square SOLA-BOOST X-AIR 140 systems with 
an iNVent control panel were used to meet the 
design criteria following modelling using Navensys.

Results

• Temperature

This graph shows the temperature against the 
percentage of occupied hours. The X-AIR systems 
maintain an ideal temperature within the room of 
less than 22°C for 89% of the time.  At no point has 
the room exceeded 25°C within its occupied time, 
meeting the target for overheating; where no more 
than 5% of the occupied hours should exceed 25°C, 
and no more than 1% of the occupied hours should 
exceed 28°C.

This graph shows the overall average temperature 
and average daily peak temperature for the areas 
serviced by the X-AIR systems. As you can see the 
X-AIR systems keeps the area at a comfortable 
temperature of approximately 19.5°C

Conclusion
The Monodraught SOLA-BOOST X-AIR 
Natural Ventilation systems have shown 
that they meet the design criteria and 
specification that the client requested. The 
design was selected to provide a minimum 
fresh air requirement and ensure that CO2 
levels remain within acceptable boundaries, 
which the results above have proven is the 
case. The solution has also been shown 
to meet the overheating criteria, keeping 
temperatures within an acceptable level for 
the vast majority of the time.

• CO2 Levels

The background or atmospheric CO2 level is 
approximately 400 parts per million (ppm) and 
a high level would be considered 1500 ppm or 
above. The exact CO2 levels are not recorded at 
this site; however results are taken if the levels 
should exceed 1500 ppm at any time. There 
have been no recordings of high CO2 levels at, 
or above this threshold, showing that at no point 
have CO2 levels reached 1500 ppm.

Temperature Comparison

Average Temperature (oC)

21.5

21.0

20.5

20.0

19.5

19.0

18.5

18.0
Peak Temperature (oC)

Temperature Range
50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

T=22-25

T=20-22

T=18-20
T>25

T<18

T = Temperature (oC)
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VENTSAIR

What is VENTSAIR?

Roof Mounted
The VENTSAIR Roof Mounted Terminals have 
a similar appearance to the WINDCATCHER 
Classic system but have a different internal 
configuration to allow for dedicated intake or 
exhaust requirements. The systems are often 
used in areas of low occupancy including plant 
or server rooms, as well as areas which employ 
a cross ventilation strategy.

Acoustic Air Transfer System
The VENTSAIR Acoustic Air Transfer System 
(ATS) is a patented, internal wall mounted, 
sound attenuating, air transfer system. It has 
been designed to promote cross flow Natural 
Ventilation within rooms to reduce heat build-up 
and provide fresh air to occupants. The system 
is also available with: Intumescent fire dampers 
and GR volume control dampers. It has been 
designed to maximise air flow and minimise 
sound transfer and to meet both BB93 and 
BB101 requirements.

Façade
The VENTSAIR® Facade Ventilation System 
(VAF) is a high specification louvre system 
designed for use within the commercial 
industry. The system has been used extensively 
in education facilities, health facilities as well 
as retail schemes to provide controlled fresh 
air during the day and secure night time cooling 
via cross flow and stack ventilation principles. 
The system comprises of an external aluminium 
louvre, a high specification volume control 
damper and an internal grille. The system can 
be specified to suit glazed frames or fitted with 
a flange to suit wall openings.

Standard Façade System 
The VENTSAIR Natural Ventilation Facade system 
is designed to suit a variety of different building 
façade applications to provide controlled fresh 
air during the day and secure night time cooling 
via cross flow and stack ventilation. It does this 
through use of the external weather louvre. This 
catches any prevailing wind, whilst still ensuring 
there is no weather ingress. The amount of air 
that is then let into the room is determined by 
the motorised volume control dampers, ensuring 
a suitable level of ventilation is provided to the 
rooms occupants.

Internal Linear 
Grille  

Motorised 
Volume 
Control 
Damper 
Assembly 
with Actuator 
(Wiring to 
Motor by 
Others)

External 
Weather 

Louvre to 
Suit a Wall 

Mounted 
Installation

Motorised 
Volume 
Control 
Damper 
Assembly 
with Actuator 
(Wiring to 
Motor by 
Others)

Boxing Out, 
if Required, 
by Others, 
Following 
Monodraught 
Installation

Internal Linear 
Grille 

External 
Acoustic 
Weather 

Louvre

Acoustic Façade System 
Facade variants include the VAF150 and 
VAF275 models. Both of these systems 
are available for applications with acoustic 
considerations and are able to provide a 
deeper louvre profile that is specifically 
designed to reduce noise entering the room. 
The system is manufactured from 2 mm 
aluminium sheet, and comprises of 120 mm 
depth of acoustic infill material of 45 kg/m2 
material density that can be powder coated 
in any BS or RAL colour reference.

How Does VENTSAIR Work?
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Hybrid Thermal Mixing Ventilation

Hybrid Thermal Mixing (HTM) systems are designed to provide natural ventilation and hybrid ventilation  incorporating mixed tempered air for winter periods. In addition, the systems have the ability to provide 
secure night time cooling, and boosted levels of ventilation during summer. The HTM systems are designed to work in conjunction with natural ventilation and can be used in single sided or cross flow ventilation 
strategies. 

The HTM system is comprised of an intelligent and fully automatic control system coupled with a low energy ventilation system which switches between operational modes dependant on season, external/
internal temperature conditions and indoor air quality (IAQ).

The Monodraught® HTM systems have exceptionally low specific fan powers and feature an intelligent control system, which is supplied as standard, with full data logging facility, temperature control and CO2 
control. With the optional BACnet module, each unit has the ability to output key performance data to a central BMS.

Ideal Environment

• The HTM is able to provide the ideal environment to school classrooms/ areas.

• The HTM system is designed to provide mixed tempered air during winter, boosted levels of 
ventilation during summer and secure night time cooling.

• The HTM system works in conjunction with natural ventilation provided by manual or automatic 
windows/louvres.

• The HTM system can be used in single sided or cross flow ventilation strategies.

Exceptionally Low Power Consumption

• The HTM system has an exceptionally low specific fan power.

• The HTM system comprises an intelligent and fully automatic control system coupled with a low 
energy ventilation system which switches between operational modes dependant on season, 
external/internal temperature conditions and indoor air quality (IAQ).

• The HTM control system is supplied as standard with full data logging facility, temperature and CO2 
controls. With an optional BACnet module, each unit has the ability to output key performance data 
to a central BMS.

CFD analysis has demonstrated compliance with PSBP criteria with one HTM system per 
classroom.

Why Choose Hybrid Thermal Mixing?
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Acoustics
Full acoustic testing has been conducted at SRL (Sound Research Laboratories).
Sound reduction Index Measurements:

Weighted Sound Reduction Index Rw (C:Ctr) = 31 dB
Tests were conducted with a standard 50 mm external louvre arrangement.

Ventilation Rate 63 Hz 125 Hz 250 Hz 500 Hz 1000 Hz 2000 Hz 4000 Hz 8000 Hz

300 l/s 53.4 52.6 50.4 43.5 36.7 31.0 24.7 24.7

Two versions of Monodraught’s HTM system are available, the HTM F and the HTM FS. Each system is 
able to produce 350 l/s of daytime ventilation and 530 l/s of night-time cooling. 

A powder coated steel frame makes the system robust and easy to install This frame supports a body 
constructed from specialist acoustic panels which when combined with a low energy fan means that 
the systems maximum daytime operation sound level is under 35dB. 

The low leakage external damper is integrated within the system and has a high U-Value of 1.2Wm2K 
and when combined with the internal damper allows the system to supply tempered fresh air throughout 
the year.

A combination of an intelligent controls system and sensors measuring the room, external and mixed 
air temperatures & CO2 levels allows the system to automatically control the internal environment. This 
control system can also be utilised for the operation of additional VENTSAIR façade systems and has 
a full data logging facility.

HTM Key Features Typical Installation - Operation Detail
• Cross Flow:

Monodraught HTM system mounted at the rear of a room to assist with cross flow ventilation using 
openable windows on the facade. System automatically provides secure night time cooling through natural 
ventilation opening or fan assisted if required. Winter ventilation automatically modulates dampers to mix  
re-circulated air with external air to ensure optimum ventilation temperatures.

Openable windows

Summer Night Winter DaySummer Day

• Single Sided Flow:

Monodraught HTM system mounted on the façade (can be ducted to provide ventilation to the rear of 
deep plan rooms) to assist with single sided ventilation using openable windows. System automatically 
provides secure night time cooling through natural ventilation opening or fan assisted if required. Winter 
ventilation automatically modulates dampers to mix re-circulated air with external air to ensure optimum 
ventilation temperatures.

Openable windows

Summer Night Winter DaySummer Day

Acoustics
Sound power levels of the HTM FS per unit at 32% fan speed:

Ventilation Rate 63 Hz 125 Hz 250 Hz 500 Hz 1000 Hz 2000 Hz 4000 Hz 8000 Hz

150 l/s 46 50.8 44.4 39.7 35.4 25.7 17.9 22.9

HTM FS - Key Features
• 2No. Units make up 1No. System
• 1No. System per classroom
• Above ceiling installation
• 300 mm depth (required void of 350 mm)
• Each Unit Producing 180 l/s in Boost Mode
• High Performance Low Energy 280 mmØ fan - Low 

Speed
• Spiral wound ducting into classroom with 4-way 

diffuser

HTM F - Key Features
• Low energy 380 mmØ fan - Low Speed
• 1 unit per classroom – Preferred option 
• 500 mm Depth with 100 mm gap required 

from ceiling
• Producing 340 l/s in Boost Mode
• Does not require any ducting 
• Non vision high flow white linear angled grille

Options

• 1kW Electric heating element (5A rated 
current)

• BACnet BMS interconnection 
• LTHW heating coil module
• Below or level to ceiling application
• Primary/ Secondary mode to synchronise 

multiple units in a single zone
• Inhibit input to enable/disable HTM from 

BMS or Fire Alarm circuit
• The external weather louvre and transition 

can be provided by Monodraught, please 
contact us for more details.
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Monodraught’s HTM is designed to work with and 
control a range of VENTSAIR Façade Ventilation 
System (VAF). These systems typically comprise of 
an external aluminium louvre, a high specification 
volume control damper and an internal grille. The 
system can be specified to suit glazed frames or 
fitted with a flange to suit wall openings. 

VAF is a high specification louvre system used 
extensively in education facilities, health facilities 
as well as retail schemes to provide controlled fresh 
air during the day and secure night time cooling via 
cross flow and stack ventilation principles.

The HTM can be specified to control a VAF to act 
solely as an exhaust. By sizing the exhaust at roughly 
the same size as the systems intake arrangement 
an air path of less resistance is created with the 
space allowing possible increases in the systems 
performance. These benefits are most noticeable 
when the system runs in Natural Ventilation or night 
time cooling modes. 

Additional VAFs can also be used in conjunction with 
the HTM to provide additional façade ventilation. 
Depending on their location within a room they 
can assist in Stack, Cross Flow and Single Sided 
Flow ventilation. The HTM will automatically control 
these additional vents and the dampers can also 
be opened and closed manually via the systems 
control panel. These additional ventilation openings 
are often used in lieu of manual windows adding the 
benefit of secure night time cooling.

Ventsair Modes
Manual Mode

The dampers can be opened 
and closed manually using the 
plus and minus buttons on 
the wall controller. The level of 
opening is shown on the LED 
indicators. 

The first setting allows trickle 
ventilation by opening the 
dampers by 10%.
2nd setting = 25% 
3rd setting = 60% 
4th setting = 100% 

Automatic Mode

During the Summer 
seasonal control period 
the HTM system will 
automatically open the 
Ventsair dampers if the 
internal room temperature 
exceeds 21°C. 

For every further 1°C 
temperature rise the 
systems will open by 20% 
until they are fully open at 
25°C 

Night Cooling Mode

An important aspect 
of the ventilation 
design is the 
automatic provision 
of summer night 
time cooling. 

During the summer seasonal 
control period the HTM system will 
automatically open the Ventsair 
dampers from midnight to 7am. This 
cools the fabric of the building and 
purges the room for the following 
day minimising heat build up. 

Additional Ventilation

Thomas Hickman School
• System installed on 02/09/2014 and data 

logged until 02/03/2015
• Classroom is approximately 5 m x 9 m  

(area = 45 m2)
• Ceiling height 3.2 m (volume = 144 m3)
• East facing glazing approximately 7 m x 2 m 

which cannot be opened due to external noise
• Occupancy of 30 children and 2 adults

On a winter day:

Data Max Min Average

Room 
Temperature 23 oC 21 oC 22 oC

External 
Temperature 7 oC 0 oC 5 oC

Mixed Air 
Temperature 25 oC 15 oC 19 oC

CO2

1780 
ppm

435 
ppm

1300 
ppm

Results between 8:30 - 15:30

On a spring day:
Data Max Min Average

Room 
Temperature 24 ºC 21 ºC 23 ºC

External 
Temperature 17 ºC 6 ºC 13 ºC

Mixed Air 
Temperature 24 ºC 13 ºC 20 ºC

CO2

1580 
ppm

505 
ppm

1145 
ppm

Results between 8:30 - 15:30

HTM Case Study

Typical Classroom Ventilation
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Monodraught are the market leaders 
in providing natural ventilation, natural 
daylight, and low energy cooling solutions. 

2. Natural Ventilation Performance

With a combination of the ModeIIT Building 
Modeller and MacroFlo Air Movement modules 
of IES-VE, Monodraught can demonstrate the 
natural ventilation performance of the system 
within the modelled room, during the non-heating 
season.

Monodraught’s HTM fully automatic control 
strategy is replicated within the MacroFlo module 
of IES, to provide a continuously regulated flow of 
natural ventilation through the system, dependant 
on the conditions of the internal classroom. During 
occupied periods of the non-heating season, the 
HTM system will also work in conjunction with 
additional openings to the external façade of the 
room, to provide a greater level of ventilation.

3. Hybrid Ventilation Performance
The HTM system is designed to operate in a Hybrid 
mode, utilising the internal low energy fan, during 
peak summer day time periods and summer night 
time periods.

Working within the ApacheHVAC System 
Simulation Interface module of IES-VE and 
utilising test data of Monodraught’s low energy 
fan, Monodraught have developed an accurate 
modulating profile for the fan assisted natural 
ventilation strategy, to provide a boost of external 
fresh air through the HTM system and into the 
Classroom.

4. Analysis of Winter Performance
For the HTM operation during the heating season, 
Monodraught are able to utilise the ApachePro 
module to demonstrate tempering of the incoming 
fresh air. The detailed design of Monodraught’s 
system, allowing for the mixing of external air and 
re-circulated room air, ensures that even with an 
external air temperature of 0°C, Monodraught’s 
HTM system is able to provide a supply air 
temperature into the room at approximately 
13°C.

By locating the HTM system at high level within 
the room, the supply air benefits from further 
air mixing. Mixed supply air is directed towards 
the ceiling through angled louvres, entraining 
additional room air within the air flow and allowing 
further mixing to take place.

5. BIM Object

HTM Building Simulation
Within the IES-VE software, Monodraught has 
developed a performance model of the HTM, 
utilising the data that has been collected from 
component tests and on site monitoring, to 
produce an accurate representation for modelling.

A typical school has been prepared, considering all 
aspects of occupancy, solar gain, and sensible 
and latent heat gains, based around the design 
requirements stated within the Facilities Output 
Specification.

Monodraught’s standard approach is to consider 
the total heat gains in the area and provide a 
natural ventilation strategy to dissipate this heat 
gain. Furthermore, the aim is to provide sufficient 
fresh air to the occupants of the area so that indoor 
air quality and thermal comfort are maintained.

The suitable CIBSE DSY weather file for the 
project location is utilised to provide the expected 
local environmental conditions to the building 
being modelled.

1. Building Construction Inputs
Item Construction Data

Construction 
U Values 

& Thermal 
Mass (Cm)

Walls

Floor

Roof

Glazing

0.26 W/m2.K, 180 kJ/(m2.K)

0.22 W/m2.K, 100 kJ/(m2.K)

0.18 W/m2.K, 180 kJ/(m2.K)

0.16 W/m2.K

Glazing g-Value 0.4

Infiltration Rate 0.25 Air Changes per Hour

Floor Area 55 m2

Internal Room Height 3.1 m

Glazing Area 9.3 m2

Effective Low 
Level Opening

0.93 m2

Heating Set Point 18.0 
o

C

Occupancy (people) 34 No.

Occupancy Heat Gain 75 W(sensible), 55 W(latent)

Occupied Hours 08:30 - 12:30, 13:30 - 16:00

Lighting 10.0 W/m2

Equipment 15.0 W/m2

HTM System
Zone 1 is recording the external air temperature 
with an average temperature within the 
measured zone of 11.7°C

Zone 2 is recording an internal room 
temperature with an average temperature 
within the measured zone of 22.7°C

Zone 3 is recording the mixed air supply 
temperature with an average temperature 
within the measured zone of 16.4°C

During December 2013 an HTM system was installed 
within a climatic test chamber and a special heat 
sensitive membrane was fitted running through 
the centre of the system. An insulated chamber 
fitted below the HTM system was heated to 23°C to 
represent an internal room condition. 

Thermal imaging video cameras were used to 
record the temperature profile of the mixing of air 
in real time. The thermal imaging cameras were set 
to record three zones with averaged temperature 
readings within each zone: external air temperature, 
internal room air temperature and mixed supply air 
temperature. The system was then set to provide  
200 l/s of mixed ventilation air to represent 
maximum daytime ventilation rates.
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BIM Objects are available for Revit format from  
www.bimoject.com
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COOL-PHASE®

The COOL-PHASE system 
is able to reliably meet 
requirements for thermal 
comfort, energy efficiency, 
and ventilation, even in the 
toughest of scenarios

Energy and Carbon Saving

The COOL-PHASE system uses  an energy 
efficient variable speed fan with no 
compressors, pumps or other energy 
intensive components. A 5A single phase 
mains supply is all that is required. 

Healthy and Productive

The COOL-PHASE system creates a healthy 
and productive environment by monitoring 
internal air quality and ensuring there is a 
supply of fresh air.

No Refrigerants

The COOL-PHASE system does not use the 
coolants often found in conventional cooling 
approaches. Therefore regulations controlling 
the use and disposal of refrigerants do not 
apply to COOL-PHASE.

Why Choose COOL-PHASE?

Low Running Costs
The system has low servicing, maintenance 
and energy costs, combined with a long 
life that provides an impressive payback 
on the capital cost of the system and 
enables building owners and occupants to 
significantly reduce their carbon footprint.

Modular Design
The COOL-PHASE system can be installed in 
modular spaces or large open plan offices, 
above a false ceiling or suspended below to 
suit a range of environments. It can also be 
installed and integrated with new or existing 
mechanical ventilation and cooling schemes 
to offer local decentralised ventilation whilst 
taking over some of the cooling duty, thus 
improving air quality and lowering running 
costs.

No External Units
COOL-PHASE does not require any external 
units. This makes COOL-PHASE particularly 
suitable in applications where access to 
outside space or planning constraints are 
an issue and has a positive impact in terms 
of external acoustics.

Provides customers with the 
reassurance that they have a long 
term solution to their cooling and 

ventilation needs

20 YEAR
DESIGN LIFE

5 YEAR
WARRANTY
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How Does COOL-PHASE Work?

COOL-PHASE uses thermal batteries with a phase-change material (PCM) which is 
a substance that melts and solidifies at a certain temperature and in doing so is 
capable of storing or releasing large amounts of energy.

• During the day, as warm air is passed over the PCM, it absorbs thermal energy 
from the air to turn from a solid to a liquid, thus cooling the air.

• Over night, as cooler air is passed across the PCM, it releases the thermal 
energy it absorbed from the warm air during the day returning to its solid state.

Conclusion

With the impressive results the COOL-PHASE 
produced, SHU subsequently specified 6 further 
systems for two new retro fit projects, and is talking 
to consultants about the feasibility of specifying 
COOL-PHASE for a planned new-build contract. 

Lee adds:
‘‘The COOL-PHASE units are 
performing extremely well at this 
early stage, and I believe we’re 
reaping the rewards of being 
early adopters of this technology. 
I would have no hesitation about 
specifying COOL-PHASE again’’

Projects - Sheffield Hallam University
Sheffield

A 90 person teaching room, situated on the Sheffield Hallam University campus, was causing problems 
for its occupants. Due to the room being on the tenth floor, the windows were restricted to a minuscule 
opening of only 100 mm. This lack of Natural Ventilation caused CO2 levels to peak at over 2000 ppm, 
and an average temperature of 25°C to be recorded, even in the winter months.

Lee Allen, SHU’s building services engineer, discovered Mondraught’s COOL-PHASE system whilst 
investigating ventilation options for the room. As COOL-PHASE was a new technology, Lee originally 
thought it would be too expensive. However, when contacting Monodraught, he was surprised to see 
the price quoted was less than the combined ventilation and cooling option he had found earlier. This, 
combined with the superior life-cycle and lower running costs, led to the COOL-PHASE system being 
installed and operational in time for the spring and summer terms.

Results

With the space functioning again as a teaching 
room, it was then monitored with impressive 
results, explains Lee: ‘‘We monitored through 
the late March warm spell and recorded a 
room temperature peak of 23°C when outside 
temperatures were hovering around 21°C. We were 
very impressed with this performance compared 
to the 25°C internal room temperatures we were 
experiencing in the 5°C external temperatures of 
November!’’ 

‘‘The COOL-PHASE system also surpassed the 
CO2 level target of an average of 1000 ppm by 
maintaining these levels at around 600 ppm. In 
a room that our booking system shows was used 
consistently between 9.00 am and 5.00 pm, 
that’s pretty impressive!’’ 
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What is Cool-phase Hybrid? 

COOL-PHASE Hybrid is an innovative enhancement that links high efficiency air to 
water heat pumps with our natural cooling phase change material system through 
the use of a duct mounted Wet Coil Heat Exchanger and Heat Pump arrangement. 

Passive and natural design strategies are designed to take in to account; the 
buildings properties, the local weather conditions and the internal loadings such as 
electrical lighting and occupancy levels. When the weather is particularly hot, these 
design solutions may provide elevated temperatures above set point limits such 
as 24°C. COOL-PHASE Hybrid is ideal for clients seeking a low energy solution that 
will provide such fine tolerance of set point control and has the ability to maintain 
a tolerance of 2°C from a set point.

The COOL-PHASE Hybrid system firstly guarantees night time charge of the thermal 
batteries during peak summer periods but also provides top up cooling during 
the day. This integration of low energy cooling technologies ensures optimum 
efficiencies, reduces the buildings carbon footprint and maintains tight set point 
control. 

How does COOL-PHASE Hybrid work? 

Monodraught's COOL-PHASE Hybrid is closely based upon the standard  
COOL-PHASE system but with the addition of a duct mounted Wet Coil Heat Exchanger 
and Heat Pump arrangement it is able to call upon additional heating or cooling at an 
instance creating a system of optimal efficiency and effectiveness. The Wet Coil Heat 
Exchanger is designed and optimised for this specific application and is possible to 
retro fit and fit at system installation.  The heat pump can therefore channel chilled 
or hot water to the Wet Coil Heat Exchanger and by working in conjunction with the 
COOL-PHASE’s existing recirculation unit, allows air to be supplied to the room or to 
charge the thermal batteries (PCM), depending on the requirements. 

Each COOL-PHASE Hybrid system can provide an additional cooling capacity of 
4kW and additional heating capacity of 9kW, however these parameters can vary 
depending on the system design. 

In most cases COOL-PHASE Hybrid has the ability to control the wet circuit directly. 
This includes the activation of the Heat Pump, switching between heating and cooling 
modes and the activation of individual actuated coil valve. It is therefore usually 
recommendation that the COOL-PHASE systems be allowed to monitor the CO2 levels 
along with the internal and external temperatures, negating the requirement of 
additional thermostatic controls. However, should it be preferred the system is also 
able to communicate with a BMS (or similar) system.
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COOL-PHASE Hybrid - University of West England

The University of the West of England has continued to demonstrate its commitment to 
sustainable building management by installing two COOL-PHASE Hybrid systems in its Estates 
Management Office.  Monodraught and UWE have a long-standing relationship having previously 
installed several of our original COOL-PHASE systems at the university.  The latest innovation from 
Monodraught allows staff to enjoy more accurate control of comfortable temperatures whilst 
permitting the university to reduce its impact on the environment.  As the system has minimal 
energy usage it is also possible to keep control of associated running costs. 

Initial monitoring has shown positive results. Data from May-July 2016 has shown that maximum 
internal temperatures experienced within occupied hours is 26°C. There was an average internal 
temperature of 23°C. Further to this only 2% of the hours were over 25°C with no hours exceeding 
28°C.

The system also logged CO2 concentration within the room. The peak concentration level was 
1190 ppm with an average level of 657 ppm, satisfying CIBSE Guide A and demonstrating that 
that 10 l/s per person ventilation rate has been met.

The UWE is committed to building a sustainable facility and is aiming to make a carbon reduction 
of 22.5% by 2020 as well as a 50% reduction in energy usage. COOL-PHASE has been shown 
to use up to 90% less energy than traditional A/c systems. In 2015, we estimated that the  
COOL-PHASE systems installed globally saved the equivalent of 272 double-decker buses of CO2.
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Air-Precision

A recent addition to the Monodraught portfolio is an extensive range of 
Air-Precision products – Grilles, Diffusers, External Louvers and Volume 
Control Campers.

Why choose Air-Precision?

Market leading quality includes AA5 anodisation (ISO7599) and Belimo 
actuators used throughout.Bespoke manufacturing can be provided with 
any standard RAL colour within 5 days.This range is supported with £1m 
of stock and a full 10 year guarantee. The products can be bought directly 
from the Air-Precision online shop or it is possible to call the sales team for 
advice.

Grilles Diffusers External Louvres Volume Control Dampers Ancillaries

Product Range
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